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Review
Entropy, neutrino physics, and the lithium problem: Why are there stars
with essentially no lithium due to serious lithium deficiency in certain
spatial regions in the early universe?
A. Beckwith
American Institute of Beam Energy Propulsion, United States1
a b s t r a c t
The
^
consequence of abnormally low lithium abundance in a nearby population II star
(whichisalmostasoldasthesupposedpopulationIIIstars)asrepresentedbyHE0107-5240
^
isthatthestandardBBNtheoryisoutofsyncwithobservations.
^
Theanalysisofthebigbang
nucleosynthesis may help explain the anomalously low value of lithium abundance in the
star HE0107-5240, which by orthodox BBN, should not exist, as explained by Shigeyama
et al. (2003) [1].
' 2010 Published by Elsevier B.V.
0. Introduction 1
The dimensional identification of energy given by p0, as well as variation in energy 1E in a graviton, with p0  L and Q1 2
1E  L,definehowgravitonsevolveinspacetimeduetoconditionswhicharerelatedtothedegreegravitonsevolvingin 3
spacetime relate to the gravitational Lorenz violation. Note that L 6D 0 extends the standard model, as given by Jenkens [2], 4
in which, if gravitons travel with a speed of v, will lead to L  .v   c/=c. Bashinsky's [3] analysis with neutrinograviton 5
interaction occurs as L 6D 0 becomes L ! 0. We are seeking to understand the regime where neutrinograviton mixing may 6
be taking place, allowing for stars like HE0107-5240. 7
1. Dispersion of neutrinos in early cosmology 8
Marklund et al. [4] have estimated neutrino mass as m2
v D  gpp, where mv is neutrino mass, g is
^
a metric, and 9
p is four momentum. If the space becomes abruptly flat at the onset of inflation, for a neutrino mass, as L 6D 0 approaches 10
zero, g approaches g (i.e. leading to flat space), then by Marklund et al. [4], there exists, assuming that k is a four space 11
wave number, the inequality 12
!
2
F > .g=jg00j/  TkU
2 C 2!F.g00=jg00j/k
0: (1) 13
It is suggested that neutrinograviton interactions would allow a researcher to input the values of k, k0, g, and g00 14
when Eq. (1) is true. Based on this, the neutrino has approximately 10281029 times the effective mass of a graviton. 15
mgraviton  4:4  10 22h 1 eV=c
2 , graviton  N h
mgraviton  c
 2:8  10
15 m (2) 16
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versus 1
mneutrino-relic-condt  0:5  10 1h 1 eV=c
2 , neutrino-relic-condt  N h
mn  c
 2:8  10 8 m: (3) 2
^
That is, for non-relativistic conditions, the contribution of the neutrino is 10221023 times larger than that from a graviton. 3
So for a non-relativistic graviton, we have =MPlanck  L /
c v
c ,
p0
  1. Once we specify that it is likely that 4
gravitonneutrinowavemixingtookplaceasL ! 0,wecanconsiderentropycontributionsinthetimeneutrinosinteracted 5
with gravitons to perturbations on DM which may influence BBN. 6
2. Entropy generation via Ng's infinite quantum statistics 7
To understand the link between dark matter and gravitons, note that the ``size'' V of the nucleation space for dark matter 8
is large, whereas graviton space V for nucleation is tiny and well inside inflation. Therefore, the log factor drops out of 9
entropy S if V is chosen properly for both Eqs. (4) and (5). According to Ng [5], removing the N from the denominator of 10
bV=N3c leads to entropy of the value S D .logTZNU/. 11
S  N  .logTV=N
3U C 5=2/ which becomes N  .logTV=
3U C 5=2/  N: (4) 12
However, V  R
3
H  3. So unless N in Eq. (4) is about 1, S (entropy) would be <0, which is a contradiction. Now this is 13
where Ng [5] introduces removing the NW term in Eq. (4) where gtoday  23 in today's cosmos. We assert that Eq. (4) occurs 14
in a region of
^
spacetime before gre-heat  1000. So after reheating, Eq. (4) no longer holds, and we instead can look at 15
Stotal  SDensity  V4 D
22
45
 g  T
3  V4 (5) 16
whereT < 10
32 K.WecancompareEq.(4)toGlinka's[6]quantumgasifweidentify
 D
1
2juj2 1 asapartitionfunction(with 17
u part of a Bogoliubov transformation) due to a graviton-quintessence gas, leading to an information theory based entropy 18
value of S  ln
. Eventually the contributing graviton wave functional becomes, instead, the same order of magnitude as 19
the matter wave values of neutrinos: 20
mgravitonjRELATIVISTIC < 4:4  10 22h 1 eV=c
2 , graviton  N h
mgraviton  c
< 2:8  10 8 m: (6) 21
Also, the graviton wavelength could be within the initial sphere of spacetime at of the onset of inflation. 22
3. How DM would be influenced by gravitons? 23
The interrelationship of structure with the DM density profile was given to the author by Matarre [7] as 24
   

3
2
 
m  H
2
 1
 r
2: (7) 25
As presented by Matarre [7], the gravitational potential has, perturbatively speaking, an additional term fNL added to 26
variations in the gravitational potential term, which Matarre gave as 27
  L C fNL  b
2
L   h
2
Lic C gNL  
3
L: (8) 28
It is suggested that the function fNL is largely due to entropy variations, some of which occurred during relic GW/graviton 29
production.HeretheexpressionfNL equalsvariationsfromgaussianity.Furthermore,L isalinear
^
gaussianpotential,andthe 30
overall gravitational potential is altered by inputs from fNL. Note that fNL is barely influenced by neutrino flavor oscillations, 31
withnocontributionstofNL fromstandardneutrinoflavoroscillationphysics.Raffert[8]informedtheauthorthatextensions 32
of the standard model may permit fNL to have a weak dependence upon neutrino flavor oscillations. This non-importance 33
of fNL as far as being influenced by neutrino flavor oscillations leads the author to consider neutrinograviton damping as a 34
contributor to fNL. This leads to emphasizing the role of entropy processes due to gravitonneutrino physics as L ! 0. 35
4. Conclusion 36
The start to this investigation is to explain how and why the star HE0107-5240 could form with so little lithium in the 37
first place. As stated by Fuller et al. [9], neutrinos could interact with DM potential wells in ways Beckwith [10] thinks could 38
influence deviations from standard galaxy hierarchy formation models, which will also have a counterpart in deviations in 39
the BBN nucleosynthesis of light elements, by examining the role of temperature fluctuations modeled on Eq. (9) below, 40
leading to fluctuations affecting BBN element rarity. 41
.T=T/  D .1=3/  bL Ce fNL  .
2
L   hLi
2/c: (9) 42
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While Eq. (8) above would have its maximum impact for regions as of about red shift Z  1:52:0, the impact of Eq. (9) 1
wouldbeofredshiftsZ  10001100,withthecorrespondinge fNL influencedbyBashinsky's[3]neutrinogravitondamping, 2
as stated by the coefficient of density fluctuation modified by b15  .neutrino=/ C #.Tneutrino=U2/c. Note thate fNL would 3
be larger than fNL of Eq. (8) and would be dominated by neutrinograviton interactions, whereas fNL would be dominated by 4
graviton generated entropy, with neutrinos at Z  2:0 hitting DM directly. 5
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